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SG UMID Applications

• Activities since the San Francisco
  • Nothing to report
DG UMID Related Standards

• Activities since the San Francisco
  • ST 330 Revision
    • Started pre-FCD Ballot Review (until March 20)
      • Received several invaluable comments including a validity of a normative reference

• RP 205 1-Year Review
  • Posted initial revision draft to Kavi
    • “Another UMID application example” to be called for shortly

• UMID Resolution Protocol
  • Introduced “STUDY REPORT ON UMID APPLICATIONS PART 2-1”
Next Step

- SG UMID Applications
  - To assist the DG activities as appropriate
  - To explore new work items

- DG UMID Related Standards
  - ST 330 Revision
    - To start FCD Ballot hopefully sometime next month
  - RP 205 1-Year Review
    - To proceed the draft review and revisions
  - UMID Resolution Protocol
    - To review preliminary study result
Thanks!